Abstract-In this paper we propose a method and a tool to generate test suites from extended finite state machines, accounting for multiple (potentially conflicting) objectives. We aim at maximizing coverage and feasibility of a test suite while minimizing similarity between its test cases and minimizing overall cost. Therefore, we define a multi-objective genetic algorithm that searches for optimal test suites based on four objective functions. In doing so, we create an entire test suite at once as opposed to test cases one at a time. Our approach is evaluated on two different case studies, showing interesting initial results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Extended Finite State Machines (EFSMs) are widely used in software modeling and a great volume of research exists in the area of state-based testing from EFSMs. One of the main difficulties in test generation from an EFSM is that not all the paths in an EFSM are feasible [1] , because of guard conditions and actions in the EFSM. Another challenge is decreasing cost and increasing effectiveness of generated test suites to make them scalable to large industrial applications. The latter can be achieved for instance through increasing test case diversity [2] .
Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE) emerged since the nature of software engineering problems lend themselves well to meta-heuristic search techniques, especially when tradeoffs between different constraints need to be found, since they can provide solutions in cases where optimal solutions are either theoretically impossible or practically infeasible [3] . SBSE has proved to be very successful and there has been a significant increase in interest in this field in the recent years [4] . In search-based software testing (SBST) a meta-heuristic search (partially) automates a testing task [5] .
In this paper, we propose an SBST technique for test suite generation from EFSMs, relying on the standard EFSM semantics used literature [1, 4] . We use a multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA) to search for an adequate test suite (i.e., all-transitions) that is most likely feasible, has low cost, and has low similarity between its test paths. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use those four objectives together in the context of state-based testing (SBT). Another important contribution is that we attempt to build an entire test suite at once as opposed to constructing test cases one at a time until adequacy is reached, as has been done in the past during SBT. We argue that the latter is a greedy search for an adequate test suite and therefore can only lead to a sub-optimal solution to the problem of adequate test suite construction.
Section II discusses related work. Section III describes our multi-objective genetic algorithm, which we experiment with as reported in section IV. We discuss threats to validity in section V. Conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Testing strategies used for a state machine, or a set of communicating state machines, heavily depend on the kind of behaviour specification the state model contains. When the state machine does not have actions (or activities) on transitions or states, or guard conditions, then approaches exist to automatically generate feasible test cases (e.g., [6] ): any traversal of the graph representing the state machine is feasible. A set of communicating state machines can under some conditions (to avoid a state space explosion) be transformed into a larger EFSM from which the abovementioned techniques can be used [7] . Alternatively, techniques specific to communicating state machines exist (e.g., [8] ). Other techniques involve symbolic execution (e.g., [9] , [10] ) or a meta-heuristic search (e.g., [11] ). Alternatively, techniques exist for labeled transition systems (e.g., [12] ).
When the state machine (or a set of communicating state machines) has actions (or activities) and/or guards that are all linear (i.e., they can be written in the form c 1 x 1 + c 2 x 2 +…+ c n x n = b, where c i and b are constants) [1] , automated test case construction is also feasible: e.g., [1] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . These techniques are typically offline since it is possible to statically analyze the model and create feasible test cases prior to executing them. There are exceptions, such as UPPAAL-TRON [13] , to online test a real-time embedded software from a (network of) timed automaton specification.
In these approaches, test cases typically have the form prefix-target-suffix [17] , where target is a test objective to achieve, such as a transition to reach, prefix is a path in the state machine that allows the test to reach the target, and suffix is a sequence that allows for instance to identify the state that was reached after triggering the target. Test cases are typically created one at a time, each achieving one test objective. We instead try to generate an entire adequate test suite in one step.
When actions (or activities) and guards are specified with a more complex language, offline testing is typically not possible since it is very difficult (or even impossible) to statically analyze both the state-based behavior and the pieces of code, which can be as complex as any piece of Java/C/C++ code, to create feasible test cases: e.g., Conformiq [10] uses a Java-like language for specifying actions; Instead, online testing is necessary to simulate state changes caused by those pieces of code to identify the resulting state and therefore identify what can be the next event to send to the implementation/simulation of the state-based behavior.
Others before us have applied SBST to SBT. Hemmati et al. proposed a similarity based test case selection/minimization technique to maximize test case diversity as diversity is believed, and has been shown to relate to effectiveness at finding faults [2] . They studied different similarity measures and considered different search based algorithms in an experiment. By comparing the effectiveness at detecting faults and the cost of selected test cases, they conclude that an Evolutionary Algorithm, which is a simplified version of a Genetic Algorithm, and the Gower-Legendre (set based) similarity measure is the best combination of optimization technique and similarity measure. Kalaji et al. [14] generate (likely) feasible test paths one at a time from an EFSM to produce an all-transitions adequate test suite, and then generate input sequences that trigger those test paths, using two different GAs. The objective function of the first GA uses a data flow analysis of the state machine. An affecting/affected-by transition pair is a pair of transitions such that the first transition defines a variable, the second transition uses that variable and there is a definition-clear path in the state machine between the two. Each identified pair in the EFSM is assigned a penalty based on the type of assignment operation and comparison statement that appear in the affecting and affectedby transitions. The objective function of the second GA is an adaptation of similar work for finding test data for white box testing [18] . They validated their work on several case studies.
SBST has been mostly used in structural testing [5] , initially considering test data generation a single-objective optimization problem, focussing on one test objective (e.g., a branch in a control flow graph) at a time. Different avenues have been researched to improve such test data generation. Harman et al [19] proposed the first formulation of test data generation as a multi-objective problem. Michael et al [20] incrementally use a single-objective search to build an adequate test suite achieving many test objectives at once. A third avenue is to create a whole adequate test suite in one general multi-objective search [21] . These approaches consider structural testing while we consider SBT. The application of SBST to functional testing and specifically SBT has been very limited [14] and has not yet considered more than one objective, to the best of our knowledge.
In summary, our approach differs from previous contributions in the following aspects. (1) With respect to the construction of an entire test suite, we conduct functional testing rather than structural testing, and we use four objective functions together. (2) In the domain of SBT, we create an adequate test suite at once rather than test cases one at a time to achieve sub-objectives. We believe that creating test cases one at a time is a sub-optimal strategy/optimization, and that our construction of a complete test suite is a more global optimization. (3) We use a multi-objective algorithm to simultaneously account for test case diversity within the test suite, feasibility of individual test cases, cost and adequacy of the entire test suite. We note that addressing multiple test objectives is one of the open problems in SBST [5] . In other words, entire test suite construction is not novel in structural testing [21] but, as far as we know, entire test suite construction for functional, state-based testing is a novel contribution of this paper; multi-objective test case construction is not novel in structural testing but, as far as we know, multi-objective test suite construction for functional, state-based testing is a novel contribution of this paper.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
This section presents our solution to the problem of generating a test suite for an EFSM. We observe that when a test practitioner (manually) generates test cases from an EFSM she typically has multiple goals in mind. Avoiding infeasible paths caused by conflicts between actions and guards is one goal. She will also want to achieve some level of coverage of the EFSM test model since (1) this is a way to trigger specific behaviours (e.g., transitions) and (2) using a selection criterion gives a stopping condition for the construction of test cases. She would also trigger behaviours as much different as possible in different test paths, thus introducing variability in her test paths (suite), in an attempt to identify as many faults as possible, i.e., to increase effectiveness. She will also care for the overall cost of the testing activity. She might also be interested in other goals, but the four abovementioned are likely the most important ones.
Therefore, we argue that test generation from an EFSM is a multi-objective optimization problem, with a set of objectives including coverage of the EFSM test model, variability in generated test paths, feasibility of the test paths, and overall cost of the generated test suite. We also argue that these objectives are likely competing with one another. For example, our intuition is that increasing coverage or dissimilarity between test cases increases cost; ensuring a path is feasible may require that we create long paths, which increases cost.
We first provide some background on multi-objective optimization with GAs (section III.A). We then describe the main components of our GA: encoding of the problem solutions, i.e., what a chromosome and its genes represent (section III.B), mutation and crossover operators (sections III.C and III.D), objective functions (section III.E). Section III.F discusses some GA parameters, and the construction of the initial population. To perform our experiments, we tailored the multi-objective GA framework included in the MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox [22] .
A. Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm
Our optimization is multi-objective [23] with four different objectives, whereby a solution is characterized by a vector 
The objectives being optimized often conflict, placing a partial ordering on the search space. GAs are well suited to the task of finding a solution in such a situation [24] as they rely on a population of solutions: Individuals in the population represent solutions that are close to an optimum and provide different tradeoffs among the various objectives. The set of tradeoffs, which are solutions whose corresponding vectors are non-dominated by any other solution vector, is referred to as the Pareto front. The final decision with respect to which solution to select from the Pareto front is left with a decision maker, rather than the optimization algorithm.
B. Chromosomes and genes
A chromosome is a solution to the optimization problem [25] , that is, in our context an entire test suite, which is a set of test cases. The genes compose a chromosome (test suite), and the length of a chromosome is its number of genes. A gene is therefore a test case, that is, a sequence of transitions of the state model. As each gene/test case in our encoding is a path in the EFSM, we use the words test path and test case interchangeably throughout the paper. One of the objectives of test suite construction is to achieve a certain level of coverage according to a selection criterion. Since different adequate (i.e., satisfying a given criterion) test suites, with varying number of test cases, usually exist for a given state model, our GA has chromosomes of variable length, i.e., variable number of genes (i.e., variable number of test cases).
Using a variable length chromosome can lead to a phenomenon known as bloat [26] , whereby chromosomes get unreasonably bigger and bigger because small negligible improvements in an objective value are obtained with larger solutions. To control for bloat we have put a limit on the total number of transitions in a test suite, similarly to others [21] . Following a trial and error procedure: we ran the GA a couple of times and observed the number of transitions in adequate test suites. We specified a limit of twice the number of transitions in the biggest adequate test suite. Also, recall that one of our objectives is minimizing the cost (i.e. size) of a test suite: all other things being equal, a chromosome with a larger size will be penalized.
To encode a gene, i.e., a test path, we reuse a previously published solution as it facilitates the random construction of valid traversals of the graph representing the EFSM [14] . A test path is a valid traversal of the EFSM in the sense that this is a path in the graph representing the EFSM. This traversal may however not be feasible, i.e., we may not be able to find inputs to execute it. This is the reason why we use an objective function to increase chances of feasibility (see below). Our encoding of a chromosome is then a set of gene encodings.
C. Mutation Operator
Since a chromosome has many characteristics (e.g., number of genes, length of each gene/test path, specifics of each gene/test path), a chromosome can be mutated in many different ways. To identify possible mutation operators, we systematically considered every single characteristic of a chromosome and investigated ways to mutate them.
We have defined seven different mutation operators, which are all applied with equal probability:
(1) Adding a gene to a chromosome, i.e., a randomly generated gene (i.e., test path) is added to the chromosome (test suite). Random generation of a gene (test path) proceeds as discussed by others [14] as this ensures we obtain valid traversals of the graph representing the EFSM, starting from the initial state. During this random construction, we randomly select the length of the test path to be constructed, between one and twice the length of the shortest path that covers all the states in the EFSM. If such a path does not exist, i.e., it is not possible to tour all the states in one path (i.e., the graph is disconnected), the length of the shortest path that tours the maximum number of states is considered. This is arguably a heuristic and it may happen that no feasible path (i.e., one can find inputs to execute it), even of that length can indeed feasibly reach some state or transition. However, we believe this leads to long enough newly randomly generated paths that other mutation or crossover operators can extend. We add this new gene (test path) to the chromosome (test suite) being mutated. In case the randomly generated gene is a duplicate of a gene already in the chromosome, we repeatedly try to generate a new one with the procedure above until the new gene is different from an existing gene.
(2) Removing a gene from a chromosome, i.e., a randomly selected gene (test path / test case) is removed from the chromosome (test suite);
(3) Replacing a gene, i.e., a randomly selected gene is replaced by a new randomly generated gene, following the procedure we discussed above in (1); (4) Altering a test path (gene), which proceeds as follows. We randomly select a transition t i in a randomly selected test path (gene) to be altered. This path can be represented in the form prefix.s i .t i .postfix, s i being the start state of t i . The operator is to randomly select a different sequence of transitions, possibly empty, from s i , using the procedure discussed in (1) above. Once again, if the resulting test path is identical to an existing one, the operator is applied again until a new entire path is created.
(5) Appending a transition to a test path (gene), i.e., a randomly selected gene is mutated by randomly adding a transition to its end, ensuring the entire path is valid. If a path ends with a terminal state, from which there is no outgoing transition, this operator does not apply and another gene is selected for mutation.
(6) Changing a transition of a test path (gene), i.e., a randomly selected gene is mutated by randomly replacing one of its transitions with another one between the same two states, if another such transition exists, otherwise another gene is selected.
(7) Exchanging material between genes of the same chromosome, i.e., exchanging randomly selected sequences of transitions (sub-paths) between randomly selected test paths from the same test suite (chromosome), while ensuring that results are valid traversals of the graph representing the EFSM. To achieve this, we reuse a published procedure [14] since, once again, because we reuse their encoding, we obtain valid traversals. We note that when Kalaji et al.
used this operator they were searching (by means of a GA) for a test case that reaches a specific transition. In their context, this operator is a crossover operator since the population manipulated by the GA is a population of test paths: the crossover exchanges material between chromosomes (test paths) of the population. In our case, the test paths involved in this operator are the genes of a chromosome. The operator therefore alters only one chromosome, and we classify it as a mutation operator in our context.
D. Crossover operator
Crossover creates two new chromosomes from two existing (parent) chromosomes by exchanging genetic information, i.e., genes, from/between those parents. Once again, we asked ourselves what information can be exchanged between two (parent) chromosomes. Our first crossover operator is a twopoint crossover [25] in which the two points identify one gene in each parent instead of the more general case where they identify a sequence of genes. Given that we have variable length chromosome, we ensure the crossover points are valid: e.g., if a parent has five genes and the other parent has ten genes, the crossover points identify one of the first five genes in both parents. We randomly select two parent chromosomes (test suites), p 1 and p 2 , and one test path (gene) from each of the parents (at the same index in the sequence of genes of the parents). We remove the selected test path from p 1 and add it to p 2 , and similarly remove the selected test path from p 2 and add it to p 1 . As a chromosome represents a test suite, the order of its test paths does not matter. Therefore, we add the test path extracted from p 1 (resp. p 2 ) to the end of p 2 (resp. p 1 ).
Secondly, we can exchange genetic information at a lower level of details, specifically at the transition level between test paths. We select two parent chromosomes, select one gene (test path) in each of them, and exchange transition sequence information between those two genes. This second crossover operator works identically to the last mutation operator we discussed, except that the two genes (test paths) are selected from different chromosomes (test suites), whereas for mutation purposes the two genes belonged to the same chromosome.
When crossover happens, with a specific probability (see below), these two crossover operators have an equal probability of occurrence.
E. Objective functions
We are considering four objective functions: Feasibility, to be maximized; Similarity, to be minimized; Coverage, to be maximized; and Cost, to be minimized.
To determine the feasibility of a test path, we reuse previous work that relies on an analysis of data flow dependencies between the transitions of a test path [14] . Different types of data flow dependencies that might exist between two transitions of a test path are assigned penalty values based on their possible effect on feasibility. This information is used to obtain a feasibility measure for each gene (test path) in a chromosome (test suite) and then we obtain a feasibility measure for the chromosome as the sum of the feasibility values of its genes. Feasibility of a chromosome c i , made of n genes, is then:
Where feasibility(g j ) is the feasibility of gene g j and is obtained by using the approach of Kalaji and colleagues [14] , which they showed is indeed a surrogate measure of feasibility. However, actually trying to find inputs such that g i executes is the only way to identify whether g i is indeed feasible.
It is important to note that feasibility(g i ) is only an estimation of the feasibility to find input values for the corresponding path such that the model (EFSM) can actually be executed. If there is no abstraction difference between the model and the code feasibility at the model level ensures feasibility at creating a test script that can actually execute on the code. Otherwise, a feasible test path at the model level will need to be adapted into an executable test script. Similarly to others, we do not consider feasibility issues due to different abstraction levels between the model and the code.
Our intuition, as well as others' [2] , is that test paths should be as dissimilar as possible to increase fault detection. We are therefore interested in computing the similarities between pairs of test paths (genes) to obtain a similarity value for a test suite (chromosome). Different similarity measures can be used [2] , and we selected the Levenshtein distance [27] . To change this distance measure into a similarity measure [2] , we reward each match between two sequences by one point and penalize mismatches and gaps by simply ignoring them (i.e., assigning no point). More sophisticated measures (e.g. NeedlemanWunsch), which penalize mismatches and gaps, can be used as well. To obtain a similarity measure for a test suite (i.e., chromosome), we proceed similarly to others [2] . The similarity measure for a test suite (chromosome) is the sum of similarity measures computed for each unordered pair of test paths (genes) in that chromosome. The following objective function needs to be minimized:
We note that the Levenshtein distance is not the best similarity measure Hemmati et al. used (recall section II). We however selected it since they showed it performs well, and more importantly (i) it is the best measure of similarity they studied that supports variable length sequences (our genes have variable lengths) and (ii) we believe such a sequence-based measure is more appropriate in our context than set-based distances like Gower-Legendre since we measure test cases that are paths (sequence of states and transitions) in an EFSM. We plan to experiment with different measurements of test cases and test suite similarity in our future work.
Different coverage criteria can be used as objective function. Although more demanding, but also more effective (at finding faults) criteria exist [28] , [29] , we selected the alltransitions criterion. The objective function is to minimize the number of distinct transitions uncovered by a test suite (chromosome), i.e., to maximize coverage.
The last objective is reducing the cost of a test suite as much as possible. A usual surrogate measure of cost is the size of a test suite [30] . The underlying assumption is that test cost is proportional to the test suite size. The notion of cost in the context of testing is complex as one may want to consider time to market or computer time usage as part of the equation [31] . In our context, test set size can be simply measured by counting the number of test sequences in a test set (e.g., [32] ). However, not all test sequences contain the same number of transitions triggered. We could go further and say that not all sequences take the same time to execute. But without going to that level of detail, we could measure cost/size as the number of transitions triggered in the test set, summing up the number of transitions triggered in each test sequence. This objective function is to be minimized.
F. Genetic algorithm parameters
There are a number of factors that affect the success of a GA. We selected a population size of 200, which conforms to what has been suggested in the literature [33] : i.e., a value in range [30, 80] (we selected 50) multiplied by the number of objective functions. Based on results from previous studies [34] we selected a crossover rate of 0.7 and a mutation rate of 0.01. The Pareto Fraction parameter controls elitism in a multiobjective GA since it limits the number of individuals in the Pareto set (elite or tradeoff members). Based on a previous study [35] , which suggests to set the maximum size of the Pareto set such that the ratio of the Pareto set over the entire population is between ¼ and 4, we set the maximum size of the Pareto set to 35% of the entire population. With respect to the stopping criterion, we reuse the one of the toolbox we relied on, and stopped the GA if the observed average change in any objective function value over ten generations was less than e -4 .
The initial population is generated randomly, i.e. we start with a set of 200 randomly generated test suites. Each test suite has a random number of randomly generated valid traversals (of variable length) of the graph representing the EFSM. When generating a test suite, we first randomly select the number of transitions N this test suite will have, between one and the maximum number of transitions we defined earlier to control for bloat (section III.B). We then incrementally create test paths as random traversals of the state machine graph until the cumulative number of transitions in those test paths reaches N. For the purpose of creating test paths, we add a reset transition from each state to the start state. When creating a test path we then iteratively, randomly and uniformly select an outgoing transition (including the reset) from the current state. Admittedly, this can encourage the generation of short sequences, especially when states have a small number of outgoing transitions. Our experiment results show however this does not happen thanks to objectives which favour diversity.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In an initial attempt to evaluate our test suite construction technique, we used two case study EFSMs, modeling real world applications, to answer the following questions: RQ The first EFSM models a simple cruise control system, which we have used in the past (e.g., [28] , [35] ) while the second EFSM is a simplified model of a class II transport protocol we obtained from others [14] . They are used to answer our research questions as summarized in TABLE I. Section IV.A introduces the two case studies while section IV.B discusses experimental design. Before answering research questions in sections IV.D to IV.G, we perform a qualitative analysis of some of the results we obtain with the Cruise Control case study: section IV.C.
A. Case study systems
We selected a model of a Cruise Control as a first case study because, although it does not have guards or actions ( Fig.  1 ) and therefore any traversal of the state machine graph is a feasible test path (as a consequence we have really three objective functions), it allowed us to check the correctness of our approach and focus on the three other objective functions. With only three objective functions we can furthermore plot results and learn from those results in a qualitative analysis: e.g., we can visually observe the result of the competition between the objective functions. The state machine has four states and 28 transitions (Fig. 1) .
The second EFSM models a Class II transport protocol [14] , i.e., it models connection establishment, data transfer, end-to-end flow control and segmentation. The state machine has six states and 21 transitions (Fig. 2) . The reader interested in more technical details about this model is referred to [14] , where a complete description of the states, transitions, guards and actions is available. We selected this model because of two reasons: (i) There are guard conditions and actions in the model so not every valid traversal of the state graph is feasible; (ii) Despite guards and actions, we can automatically find feasible test paths in this state machine [14] .
Although these two case studies represent two typical cases where a state machine is used to model behaviour, they are admittedly small. However, similar behaviors are usually modeled using state machines in UML-based development [36] , [37] , and in industrial case studies reported in the literature [38] , [39] . Additionally, it is very uncommon in practice to model subsystems or entire systems using state machines, as this is far too complex in realistic cases. Last, the second case study is a representative sample of a series of case studies used by others [14] .
B. Experimental design 1) Answering RQ 1
We simulated the construction of an all-transitions adequate test suite for Cruise Control and Transport Protocol by following a procedure similar to many existing approaches (recall section II) whereby we created a test case for each transition: each test case is made of a prefix followed by the target transition, the prefix being a shortest path to reach that transition. We intend to compare this test suite, which we refer to as T trad , with adequate test suites produced by our GA in terms of cost, similarity and effectiveness at finding faults. Arguably, the test suite thus created may have redundant test cases, as pointed out by others (e.g., [14] ): e.g., a test path targeting a transition may be a sub-path of a longer test path targeting another transition. To make the comparison more objective, we then removed the redundancy by iteratively removing any test path t i that is a sub-path of another test path t j in the test suite, until no further test path deletion is feasible. We obtained a test suite we refer to as T red .
2) Answering RQ 2
As discussed earlier, every traversal of the state graph of the Cruise Control case study is feasible. So we only used the Transport Protocol case study to answer RQ 2. Using this case study, we investigated the feasibility of a sample of test suites in the Pareto front we obtain with our GA by manually trying to identify test inputs that would make their test paths to execute. Future work will investigate ways to automate this process, for instance by using a genetic algorithm [14] .
Specifically, at the end of a typical run of our GA, we ranked the test suites in the Pareto front in increasing order of (lack of) coverage: the first ones we obtained were adequate test suites. We then selected one sample test suite for each of the first six values of (lack of) coverage: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (these are the numbers of un-covered transitions by the test suites). For each of the six test suites, we tried to find input values such that their test cases can actually execute.
3) Answering RQ3
We used the Transport Protocol case study only to answer this research question, because the model has guards and actions, and compare our test suite generation technique to a randomly generated test suite. To have an as unbiased as possible comparison we performed two comparisons, each with one specific random generation procedure.
In the first random generation procedure, we considered the following: (i) the random generation should investigate as many solutions in the search space as the number of solutions a typical GA run investigates; (ii) the random generation should investigate solutions that are comparable in terms of cost with solutions the GA investigates. Without (i) we would favour one technique over the other since one technique could easily perform better than the other simply because it considers more solutions. Since increasing coverage, diversity, and (likely) feasibility can be achieved by increasing cost, we would also favour one technique over the other without (ii).
To account for these two characteristics of the search, we monitored a typical execution of our GA and collected the following information: the number of new solutions being constructed, the cost (cumulative number of transitions) of each such new solution. With the latter we obtained the distribution of the number of test suites of specific cost values.
We then randomly generated as many solutions (test suites) as the number investigated by the GA and selected an overall cost for each randomly created test suite by randomly sampling the abovementioned distribution. Given an overall cost value, we generated test paths in the test suite by following the same procedure as the one we used to create an element of the initial population of our GA.
Since random generation can easily generate many more test suites than our GA in the same amount of time, we considered a second random generation procedure where where the GA and the random test generation are given the same amount of time to search for test suites. This time, randomly generating a test suite takes a randomly generated number of test cases/paths (tp), to be selected between the Fig. 1 . EFSM for the cruise control system Fig. 2 . EFSM of a class II transport protocol smallest and largest Pareto front test suite sizes, and a randomly generated cost (tc), i.e., number of transitions exercised in those tests, to be selected between the smallest and largest cost values of Pareto front test suites. In a test suite, each test path is created as a random traversal of the state machine graph with a length randomly generated between one and tc. If the overall cost of a generated test suite is strictly greater than tc, then this test suite is discarded and a new attempt is made. This test suite generation procedure continues until the execution time of the random generation is at least equal to the execution of a GA run.
4) Answering RQ4
Mutation analysis is a well known method commonly used for the evaluation of testing strategies [40] . We used MAJOR [41] , a mutation analysis tool for Java, to seed faults and perform the mutation analysis. We used all the mutation operators available with MAJOR and created 198 mutants for cruise control and 870 mutants for transport protocol. When identifying whether a mutant is killed or alive, we need an oracle for each test case. Our oracle is to compare the value of state variables after each transition has fired in each test case on the mutant code to that obtained on the non-mutated code.
We created other test suites using existing testing strategies, specifically: round trip path [42] because it has been shown to be a good alternative between the transition and transition pair selection criteria [29] , a modified version of round trip path that attempts to increase diversity among test paths [28] , a test suite manually generated, and the approach that creates one test path at a time to achieve transition coverage (recall RQ1). We compared the generated test suites with test suites created by our multi-objective GA in terms of effectiveness at detecting faults as well as our four objectives (i.e. cost, coverage, similarity and feasibility).
The manually generated test suite, referred to as T man , was created by an engineer other than the authors of this paper: the engineer was not given any other instructions than to produce an adequate test suite; the result is an adequate test suite that minimizes at the same time overall cost and the number of test cases as well as their feasibility (in the case of Transport Protocol).
We note that in the two round trip paths test suites (the original one and the modified one) a couple of test cases were unfeasible because of guards and actions. The test cases systematically created by the generation algorithms were slightly modified (appending a transition to two paths) to ensure adequacy of the transition criterion.
5) Stochastic aspect of our GA
We also note that, since a GA is inherently a stochastic process, we would ideally need to run our GA a number of times on each case study and evaluate trends on a large number of resulting adequate test suites. We ran our GA a number of times on each case study and, although we do not report on trends, we observed results were similar over multiple runs. Due to space constraints, for each case study we therefore report on only one representative run and defer reporting on trends to a future publication. Fig. 3 plots lack of coverage versus similarity for each test suite belonging to the Pareto front at the end of one (typical) run of our GA for the Cruise Control. This figure is a two-dimensional projection of a three-dimensional plot. Numerical values above each point represent the cost of the corresponding test suites (the third objective function). Test suites (points) right on the y-axis are all-transitions adequate. Fig. 3 shows a test suite (point) with values (0, 0, 52) for coverage, similarity, and cost, respectively. This is an alltransitions adequate test suite with ideal (0) similarity value between its test cases. We refer to this test suite as TSga1. The other three adequate test suites in the Pareto front are referred to as TSga2, TSga3, and TSga4, in increasing order of their similarity value (2, 4, 6, respectively): e.g., TSga4 is (0, 6, 46). These cost values are higher than for other all-transitions or transition-tree adequate test suites we have created for this case study (section IV.G and [29] ): the cost values we obtained, though not trying to obtain dissimilar test cases (which increases cost), where 25 for the all-transitions adequate test suites and 38 for the transition-tree adequate test suites.
C. Qualitative analysis of some results
Allowing coverage or similarity objectives to get further from their optimum value reduces cost. For example test suite TSga2, i.e., (0, 2, 50), has more similar test cases than TSga1 (0, 0, 52) at a slightly smaller cost; test suite (1, 0, 41) is not adequate (it misses one transition) but has a lower cost than TSga1.
We note that since cost and dissimilarity are objectives to be minimized and an empty test suite has ideal similarity, the Pareto front contains an empty test suite (Fig. 3): (28, 0, 0) . Future work will look into avoiding such a solution.
When only using two objective functions, i.e., cost and coverage, we obtain the Pareto front of Fig. 4 . What is noticeable is that the maximum cost is 39, whereas (Fig. 3) it is 52 when also accounting for similarity. This confirms one's intuition that improving coverage or improving dissimilarity between test cases increases cost. Studying to what extent these objective functions actually compete with one another will be part of our future work.
The last two observations may suggest that we may need to specify weights on our objective functions, to for instance promote coverage. This will be part of our future work.
Similar observations about competing objectives can be made for the Transport Protocol case study: see sample data in TABLE II. : e.g., decreasing coverage (recall we measure lack of coverage) decreases cost. Coverage level is gradually getting further from its optimal value while the total feasibility penalty of test suite is decreasing. This is due to the fact that not covering some transitions (especially the ones that are difficult to cover) increases the likelihood that test cases will be feasible. Also, decreasing coverage while maintaining a similar level of similarity decreases cost. We observed the same tradeoffs for the Cruise Control.
D. Results for RQ 1
Recall that RQ 1 is to study the benefits and drawbacks of building an entire test suite at once rather than in a stepwise manner, one test case at a time, each test case achieving only one test objective (reaching one target transition), which we answer by using the Cruise Control as discussed in section IV.B.1).
Since, as mentioned previously, the Cruise Control EFSM has 28 transitions, T trad is all-transitions adequate with 28 test cases [43] . Its cost equals 70 and its similarity equals 348. When reducing redundancy in T trad , we obtain an all-transitions adequate test suite T red with 23 test cases [43] , a cost of 58 and a similarity of 270. The manually generated adequate test suite has two test cases [43] for a cost of 31 and a similarity of zero. These are to be compared with all-transitions adequate test suites generated by our GA (TSga1 to TSga4): their cost ranges from 46 to 52; their similarity ranges from 0 to 6 (Fig. 3) . Without optimizing for similarity (i.e., with only coverage and cost as objective functions), the cost is as low as 39 (Fig. 4) .
We first discuss T trad , T red and our GA solutions. A cost of 39 is almost half of the cost obtained with T trad and much less than T red . Comparing these makes sense since similarity is not accounted for when creating T trad and T red . Even when accounting for test case similarities, which we know increases costs, we obtain lower values (46 to 52 instead of 58 or 70).
With respect to similarity, we observe that the structure of the EFSM graph demands that longer paths than those in T trad or T red be used to increase dissimilarity: this explains why our GA performs much better in terms of similarity (0 to 6 instead of 348 and 270 for T trad and T red ). For instance, test paths of length two that cover transitions T 8 or T 14 all start with T 5 and to make them dissimilar one needs to take some loops on state Inactive/Idle before going to state Active/Running through T 5 . We therefore conclude that creating a test suite one test case at a time (as in T trad ) while ensuring we have dissimilar test cases leads to a test suite that is much more expensive than 70, thereby increasing the difference with our approach. We therefore conclude that creating an adequate test suite one test case at a time, each test case satisfying one test objective, is sub-optimal.
When comparing T man with our GA solutions, we observe striking differences in terms of cost and similarity. We tried to understand why our GA is not able to find such a good solution by itself and we therefore determined the size of the search space. We limited the study of the search space to solutions similar to T man in terms of number of test cases (two) and lengths of test cases (15 and 16) . Given that each state of the EFSM has seven outgoing transitions, there exist 7 15 (resp. 7 16 ) different traversals of the EFSM of length 15 (resp. 16). There exist therefore 7 31 different test suites with the same number of test cases and the same test case lengths as T man in the search space. Considering that these represent a tiny subset of the search space, it is not entirely surprising that our GA does not find such a good solution. We note however that TSga1 is close to T man : (0, 0, 52) instead of (0, 0, 31). Nevertheless, future work will look into better ways to lead the GA to even better solutions than TSga1…TSga4, by for instance revisiting crossover and mutation operators and their probability of occurrence, or by using other objective functions (e.g., a cost measure that accounts for driver/stub/oracle construction might promote a smaller number of test cases, like in T man ). We conclude that a human can still do better than our GA, though our GA is very close to a human-generated solution.
We followed the same procedure for Transport Protocol and obtained similar results when comparing our GA solutions to T trad , T red and T man in terms of cost, feasibility and similarity.
E. Results for RQ 2
We verified whether a subset of the test suites in the pareto front for Transport Protocol are indeed feasible: TABLE II. We managed to manually find parameter values that make each of the test paths in those test suites feasible. Therefore, all the test suites were indeed feasible, despite the seemingly high feasibility values. We may conclude that a high value of our feasibility measure does not necessarily mean that the corresponding test suite is infeasible. Our future work will attempt to identify (possibly rough) thresholds for our feasibility measure which would indicate feasibility is unlikely. As an example, referring to the first path of the test suite corresponding to point 1, i.e., Path1: < T 1 , T 3 , T 15 , T 8 , T 17 , T 19 , T 2 >, we observe that guard conditions, directly or indirectly, depend on parameter and context variable values. When triggering T 3 we need to select a value for its first parameter that is smaller than the second parameter of T 1 (opt_ind < prop_opt) and set its second parameter to an integer greater than zero (cr > 0). This is because when T 1 is executed the value of its second parameter is assigned to the context variable opt which should be greater than the first parameter of T 3 based on the guard condition of T 3 . Restrictions on the second parameter are caused by the guard condition of T 8 (S_credit > 0). S_credit is a context variable and the last time it is assigned a value before T 8 is executed in the given path is when T 3 is triggered (S_credit=cr). The other conditions are on the parameters of T 15 . The first parameter should be greater than zero (XpSsq > 0) and the sum of the two parameters should be either greater than 143 (XpSsq + cr > 143) or less than 128 (XpSsq + cr < 128). The last two conditions are caused by the guard condition of T 15 (TSsq
TSsq is a context variable and the last time it is assigned a value, before T 15 in the given path, is when T 3 is executed (TSsq=0).
It is possible to satisfy all the conditions above and make Path1 feasible (executable): e.g., < T 1 (3, 10) , T 3 (9,4), T 15 (10,100), T 8 (4,6), T 17 (), T 19 (), T 2 (10,8,2)> is a feasible path.
F. Results for RQ 3
We compared results of our approach with the random test suite generations described in section IV.B.3) in terms of adequacy and feasibility (cost is by design the same as in our GA solutions). We used a typical execution of our GA, which stopped after 151 generations, evaluated 21,350 test suites, and took about 30 minutes to execute.
The first random generation is to randomly generate the same number of test suites, with the same distribution of overall cost: section IV.B.3) as the GA run. Among those two series of test suites, the GA generated series and the randomly generated series, we selected the all-transitions adequate ones, and further selected the ones that have a chance of being feasible. In other words, we discarded test suites that are either inadequate or definitely infeasible. The data flow analysis of Kalaji et al. [14] can identify if a test path in definitely infeasible when for instance the path assigns a constant to a variable and a following guard condition requires the variable to equal another constant. In such a case, the penalty assigned to the path is a very large (simulating infinity) value. Given our feasibility metric, if a test suite has a feasibility value greater than this very large value, we know it contains a test path that is definitely infeasible. The total number of adequate and not absolutely infeasible test suites generated by the GA was 1,495 while the random generation could only generate 44 such test suites.
In the second random generation, where the GA and the random generation were given the same execution time we obtained similar results. We repeated the random generation several times. Each random generation created between 16,000 and 17,000 test suites. However, discarding test suites that were either inadequate or definitely infeasible only left between six and 11 test suites.
We conclude form both random generation strategies that there is a very low chance of achieving our optimization objectives by randomly generating test suites. Fig. 5 plots the number of adequate not absolutely infeasible test suites found by the GA and the first random generation strategy at each iteration of their construction: random and GA generations occurred concurrently. During the first few iterations, the two procedures are close to each other but in later iterations the number of (adequate, not definitely infeasible) test suites generated by the GA is dramatically higher than the ones randomly generated. This is due to the fact that in early generations, the GA considers costly test suites, and a higher overall cost gives more chances to the random generation to obtain adequate, likely feasible test suites.
G. Results for RQ 4
We selected a couple of adequate test suites generated by our GA and compared them with test suites created by using other testing strategies. For Cruise Control we selected TSga1 and TSga4 (section IV.C) and compared them with four other transition adequate test suites: T man and T red (section IV.D), two versions of the round trip path strategy (IV.B.4). Mutation score is almost the same for all the test suites: TABLE III. In addition to test suite similarity values with the Levenshtein distance (used by the GA) we also report on the GowerLegendre measure of similarity since others found it to be a better measure [2] . Our data show a strong positive relationship between the two: Pearson's r coefficient of .99. Every test suite, except T man , has higher values of similarity and cost compared to ones created by our GA. T man , can be considered as the optimum the GA is searching for. Different types of variability that we have in our encoding (variable number of test cases in test suites as well as variable length test paths) have made it very difficult for the GA to reach that point. However, it has reached points that are much closer to this optimum compared to other approaches.
For Transport Protocol we compared a GA generated adequate test suite (point 1 in TABLE II) to three other test 
V. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Regarding external validity [44] , which relates to the extent to which the results of our study can be generalized to other situations, there are two points to consider. First, as mentioned in section IV.B.5), a GA is a stochastic process. Typically, during research, a GA is run a number of times and trends in the results are observed. We ran our GA a number of times on each case study and, although we do not report on trends, we observed results were similar over multiple runs. Therefore, for each case study we report on only one representative run and defer study of trends to the future.
The other external threat is the size and number of case studies. As mentioned in section IV.A we report on two case studies which are admittedly small. But, we believe they are good representatives of what needs to be dealt with in statebased testing. First, similar size state machines are used in UML-based development, and in industrial case studies reported in the literature (section IV.A). Second, it is very uncommon in practice to model an entire system using a single large state machine. Third, these state machines are test models which usually represent a single test purpose [15] . Last, the second case study is a representative sample of a series of case studies used by others [14] . We are currently experimenting with other case study systems.
Internal validity relates to how well we have conducted the studies. Regarding internal validity, feasibility and similarity measures we have used and to what extent they represent feasibility of a test path or diversity in a test suite can be considered as a threat. However, others before us have used exactly the same measures [2] , [14] and achieved convincing results. Also as mentioned in section IV.E test paths found by our GA are indeed feasible. We also plan to use other similarity measures in the future.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a search based technique that generates test suites from an EFSM using a multi-objective genetic algorithm. The goal of our GA is to find test suites that achieve a maximum level of coverage, ideally reaching adequacy (we used the all-transitions selection criterion), have a high chance of being feasible (we use a surrogate measure of feasibility), minimize cost (i.e., cumulative number of triggered transitions in all test cases), and minimize the similarity between the test paths that constitute the test suites since this has been shown to relate to the effectiveness of test cases at finding faults. We provided a detailed description of our algorithm and justified the decisions we made at different steps.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time in the state-based testing literature that these objectives are used together. Additionally, our solution creates an entire adequate test suite in one search step instead of creating test cases one after the other for satisfying test objectives (in our case covering transitions) separately in an incremental manner. We argued, and experimentally confirmed, that proceeding incrementally is a sub-optimal procedure for the task, and that this can be compared to a greedy algorithm. Instead, we rely on a meta-heuristic search, specifically a genetic algorithm.
We used two different models to validate our approach. Results confirmed our intuition that generating an entire test suite rather than doing so incrementally results in improvements in terms of cost and dissimilarity, while not hurting with respect to (expected) feasibility and adequacy. Also, we confirmed that when a test suite is expected to be feasible, using a surrogate measure of feasibility, it is indeed possible to find test inputs such that test paths can actually execute, even in the presence of other optimization goals. Also by using diversity as an objective function we managed to find test suites that are less expensive, without scarifying effectiveness at detecting faults.
